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Save The Bees!
Save the bees! ... A single bee colony can pollinate 300 
million flowers each day. Grains are primarily pollinated 
by the wind, but fruits, nuts and vegetables are pollinated 
by bees. Seventy out of the top 100 human food crops — 
which supply about 90 percent of the world's nutrition — 
are pollinated by bees.

How can you help? One of the largest threats to
bees is the lack of habitat due to urban 
sprawl. If you notice a lack of 
green space in your neighborhood, 
you can volunteer to plant a bee 
garden or create a habitat corridor 
with nectar-rich plants such as 
wildflowers. You don’t need a ton of
space to help save the bees-gardens can 
be established in small spaces like balconies or street 
corners, and flowers can be planted along roadways and 
other public areas.

Flowers help feed bees and other valuable pollinators. 
Not only will you be helping save the bees by planting 
bee-friendly plants, but you’ll be helping your garden as 
well. 

Some tips:
 -Avoid hybrid flowers, which may be sterile and   
   have little or no nectar or pollen 
 -Skip the double flowers, which lack pollen 
 -Make sure you’ll have blooms for bees year   
   round.
 -Plant flowers in patches - bees like to focus on   
   one flower type at a time 
 -Leave an undisturbed plot for ground-nesting   
   bees

You can do your part to save the bees on your own, but 
just like a colony of honeybees, making real change takes 
strength in numbers! Educate your friends, family, and 
community on how to help bees by becoming a bee 
ambassador.

 

New CLC Products!
CLC is excited to announce our new life insurance products
to include guaranteed level premium 10, 20 and 30 year 
term. Our 20-Pay whole life and New Age whole life will 
offer a Single Premium Paid-Up  Addition rider. 

All life products, except K.I.D.S. Plan, will have an 
accelerated death benefit (terminal illness). For details, 
go to the product page at www.theclc.org. Check out the 
needs analysis calculator and life insurance planner and call 
your agent for a review.

Sharon Calvelage representing CLC and 
Marlena Ballinger of The Dough Hook 
Meat Market are presenting the Ronald 
McDonald House in Toledo with a $500 
check from CLC and over $1100 worth of 
meat. The meat was the result of The Dough 
Hook's annual participation in their pantry 
partnership and their customer's donations.

Members from Columbus Council 95 
presented a check to Mid-Ohio Food bank 
on their Double Donation Day.  The $500 
CLC Charitable Contributions check was 
matched dollar for dollar by corporate 
sponsors to equal $1000 dollars donated in 
CLC’s name. The funds go to help feed the 
less fortunate in Franklin County.

Mid-Ohio Food Bank
Donation!

Ronald McDonald House 
Thankful for Annual Donation
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